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College Mixer
To Be Saturday
At L. D. S. Hall

An all-college mixer will be held Saturday, September 28, from 8:30 till 11:30 at the L. D. S. Tabernacle at First and State, to acquaint the students with one another.

Elaine Vass, and Alice Powers, sophomore women, are planning the mixer for the year. They announced that the dance will be a mixer with admittance by activity ticket only.

Music will be furnished by Bob Hayes and his orchestra. With Jim Thomas as master of ceremonies, a program with novelty dances will be presented.

The committee announced that school days are over in order and ask that all freshmen attend.

Patrons and patronesses will be the faculty, their wives and husbands.

"B" Cubes Plan
Show and Party

Jean Roberts was elected president of the "B" Cube, freshmen women's organization, defeating Carol Crews, Virginia Elledge, and Betty Kipping. Vice-president is Betty Kipping; secretary, Jean Abbey; and Winnie Butler. Margaret Davis was assisted by Rose Maryanne "B" Cubes Plan.

Martha Richardson; Helen Ganz, a program with novelty dances.

The mountains of Idaho are so like Springfield. Vernal, that he feels right at home.

After graduating from Spring- field High School, Mr. Jackson attended Middlebury, Vermont. He has since attended Cambridge Univer­ sity and Brown University.

Mr. Mittelstaedt was chosen club adviser September 25th.

Dr. Jackson Likes
Skiing and Tennis

"Boiseans should be proud of their town," said Dr. Joseph H. Jackson, A.B., M.A., Ph.D., in an interview Tuesday.

The mountains of Idaho are so like Springfield, Vernal, that he feels right at home.

After graduating from Spring- field High School, Mr. Jackson at­ tended Middlebury, Vermont. He has since attended Cambridge Uni­ versity and Brown University.

His recreation is spent hiking, skiing, and playing tennis—all of which Idaho will afford plenty. He looks forward to the winter season in Boise Basin and Sun Valley, where he can vacation from his duties as instructor of sociology, contemporary civilization, history and philosophy.

VALKYRIES WILL SELL
CANDY AT FIRST GAME

Valkyries will sell candy at the football game tonight with Har­ riet Westfall in charge.

"Will those people who have left their books at the Valkyrie book store please get them next week?" requests Dorothy Barker, president.

FACULTY ENJOYS PICNIC

Faculty enjoys picnic at Ne B. J.C. Building, Landscaping of grounds, new Rogers City Ranch Classes, Sports, Activities, Faculty picnic.

Memorable day of Boise Junior College was the opening of school that week, the first year for the school in its permanent home. The second as a publicly supported insti­ tution, the ninth of its exist­ ence.

Splendid new buildings, greatly enlarged student body, campus undergoing transformation day by day resulted in the purchase of Boise, or a real, full-sized college here are in process of being realized.

Enrollment has now reached 400, according to records in the office of Mrs. Mary T. Hernley, registrars. Last year's total for the entire year was 498. The first time registration had reached the 400 mark.

Classes too numerous to mention have been added to the curriculum: a dozen new faculty members; the total to some 35 instructors.

New 1940 campus is being rapidly leveled and enriched with top soil, in preparation for land­scaping.

Exclamations of admiration for the new classroom and administration buildings have been numero­ us in the time the new campus has ex­ isted. The halls during the first week of school, exploring the building and finding where the doors of the new school are, leather elevator and room 400 are located.

Football assignments, book re­ ports, English themes, all school affairs confront the new college as students happily fall into the traditional roles of student and Betty Coed the world over.

It's school time again. And Boise is really a college town now.

Attention Studies! As our advertisers are kind enough to accommodate us so willingly in advertising in the Boise Junior College Roundup, wouldn't it be fair to show some apprecia­ tion towards them?

Yes, I think we should. So let's notice the advertisers that support our paper and be kind enough to support them. Their advertise­ ments make it possible for our paper, so let's return the kindness by patronizing them. Thank you!
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HOW HAS HINDERED

The Advancement of Men

by J. B. H. McCullough

...by a master of the repre-... we, who have come no farther than savage animals who live without brains to kill only to obtain food. We humans kill and slaughter for a place in the sun, for economic security, for the right to live. It is far beyond the human mind than does arbitration. We have received today the educating of the human mind to perfection here-unheard of before.

This morning young J. B. C. forester, spent a solitary summer high on the peak of the most isolated lodge of Idaho's forests. His only companion was a dog, a radio and a phone. Swell place to be a hermit, and the idea sounds okay. But when we saw KAY BENTZ see this summer? Well, it seems like the court's usual curb service call named "Kay's Drive-in,. or something. Anyway, summer's over.

DOLLY BATES spent part of the summer at Barry's Dode Ranch. There she had charge of 20 head of horses and the riding, as well as the running of a cow to Boise to ride in the horse show and the rodeo. Elle was also seen working in the same capacity.

SANDERS, who is a member of the faculty and a valuable spirit as befits our noble institution.

The Boise High School - represents being called. Would make a good dime novel- - would make a good street singer. Boise's eminent lawyers. Bud Brown, the President of B. H. is graduated from Donnelly.

B. H. is going to give the B.J.C. football. "It is going to be a pro-media student of Meridian. His ambition is to be an expert pharmacist." The Boise High School is a pre-media student of Meridian. His ambition is to be an expert pharmacist.

BRUNO, who is a student of Meridian. His ambition is to be an expert pharmacist. The Boise High School is a pre-media student of Meridian. His ambition is to be an expert pharmacist.

The Boise High School is a pre-media student of Meridian. His ambition is to be an expert pharmacist. The Boise High School is a pre-media student of Meridian. His ambition is to be an expert pharmacist.

The Boise High School is a pre-media student of Meridian. His ambition is to be an expert pharmacist. The Boise High School is a pre-media student of Meridian. His ambition is to be an expert pharmacist.

The Boise High School is a pre-media student of Meridian. His ambition is to be an expert pharmacist. The Boise High School is a pre-media student of Meridian. His ambition is to be an expert pharmacist.

The Boise High School is a pre-media student of Meridian. His ambition is to be an expert pharmacist. The Boise High School is a pre-media student of Meridian. His ambition is to be an expert pharmacist.
Band Will Play
At Game Tonite

First Pep Band in the history of the Boise Junior College will play at the first football game tonight under the direction of Jim Baker, with Mr. James Strachan as ad-

viser. Four hundred dollars has been alloted them, taking care of the snazzy coat-sweater type jackets and military cape in blue with gold trimmings, and a trip.

Anyone interested who plays a bass in several ensembles may see Mr. Strachan. Bill Allens, Mr. Strachan, Bill Malloy, Mr. Strachan, Bill Malloy, and several others come from Montana.

At the Up-To-Date

Eversharp

821 Idaho Street

QUALITY

LOSE LEAF NOTE BOOKS AND FILLERS

At Reasonable Prices

JENSEN-GRAVES COMPANY

Meet the Gang

At the Up-To-Date

Dance in Our
Sugar Bowl Room

★

Zippy Ring
Binders
$2.49 to $4.95
★

Eversharp
Pens and Pencils
25¢ to $10.00
★

Drawing Sets
Steel-Edge
Drawing Boards
T-Squares - Triangles

Straws

Mr. Olsen Reveals
Friendly Personality

clave to the

"I'll answer a few questions if it doesn't take too long," is the sub-
ance of the state of mind in which our new bursar seems to be found. It may be noted, however, that his friendly personality is in evidence, despite the fact that new bursar appears continuously.

Before accepting a position in Boise Junior College, Mr. Olsen spent five years as superintendent of schools at Star. Previous to this he received an A.B. degree and through the University of Idaho has earned a nearly completed work for a master's degree.

"I'm enthusiastic about the future of B.J.C.," are the words which our new bursar chooses to make concerning our young col-
lege.

Along the line of interests, Mr. Olsen prefers traveling, especially in the mountains.

Hey, Girls! Get on the Bandwagon!

Get Your New School Emblem

Loafer Coat

With the Jaycee Bronc on it!

$1.50

★

The Cash Bazaar

Oklahoma Gas
Better Gasoline and Oil and
Furnace Oil for Less

Farmer Oil Company

Phone 5839 or 2534
TWO NEW DOCTORS HAVE SAME NAMES

Two new additions to the Boise Junior College Faculty are Dr. Myers and Dr. Myers. If you have chemistry in your course you have Dr. Myers, if you have botany in another course you have Dr. Myers. These men are not identical twins but they are two individuals with the same name. Their initials are different but the best distinction is their direct contract in size. After a careful examination of both, they are to be known as "Big and Little Myers.

The Myers have moved over six feet and endowd with school spirit from his home town, and Boise. Boise citizens and students show a great deal of enthusiasm for R. C. D. Myers, who is in charge of the fine equipment and buildings. Dr. Myers, who is from Ohio, Dr. Myers has taught the past two years at Northwestern University. His degrees include a B.B.; M.A. and Ph.D. Besides photography, home construction and designing build much interest for this newcomer and always has a "buddy" around with students heading the list.

Myers has planned a hunting trip to some of the wonderful wilds. This is considered a great deal of enthusiasm for expressing the Boise citizens and students show great interest in the school. There's a brand new twosome around school that bears watching naturally, James and Jack Brown.

Can you tell us why Parents have been watching so closely? "Big" Brown's hand is sure to be in every picture your child may take, and "Little" Brown is the official photographer of the school year. Mr. and Mrs. Myers have been introduced to the assembly.

THE DEMOLY NEWS

Presentation of the building to the president was made by Mr. O. C. Bedell, president of the board of trustees. In the speech delivered by Bedell, it was stated that the district was not required by law to have a junior college, that it was a community idea. It was due to contributions of business men and citizens that the college was erected. It was pointed out was the fact that the college represented about one half the revenue that went into the state coffers.

A reception was held after the President Chaffee and by Dick Armstrong, student body presiden, who presented the key to the rectorship. The key was to the "Chaffee Room", a new addition to the college. It was opened to the public.

Mr. D. A. ARVEY IS IMPRESSED WITH BOISE

Mr. D. A. Arvey, a newcomer to the faculty this year, is from Los Angeles and a graduate of the University of California at Berkeley with A.B. and M.S. degrees.

The chemistry professor, zoology, anatomy and fish and game professor, has been a resident of Boise very long but has been in the state several times in the past. Mr. Arvey is favorably impressed with as much of Idaho as he has, particularly Boise. He likes the location of Boise, the climate, and especially the people.

Boise Junior College a cappella choir began rehearsals this week. Trypde were held the first of the week.

Singing in the first soprano set are Jean Abbey, Ruth Bell, Mary Lou Seulon, Helen Caine, Emily Kelly, Margaret Montgomery and Harriet Thomas. Second soprano include Jean Anderson, Barbara Collins, Grazette Culver, Beth Pails, Thelma Fitzgobal, Margaret Montgomery, Laura Reynolds and Joan Roberts. First alto will be Kathleen Ash, Dorothy Barbour, Rosalie Greav, and Marilyn Bowd. Fore Holiday, Jesse Peterson, Dorwyn Back and Jim Thomas will sing first tenor. Don Barclay, and Andrew Peefley, compose the second basses.

Hovestutes were Rachel Brownson, Kathelen Goble, Barbara Ricker, Back, Lois, Mary Elizabeth Hunter, Dorothy Montgomery, Bonnie Henning, Betty Lou Jennifer, Joyce Rowell, Pat Jones, Jacky Miller, Betty Lough and Eileen Strou.

Elections were held today to fill the remaining vacancies for the remaining executive offices. Petitions must have 25 signatures to nominate for class officers.

Mr. M. R. ALVEY IS IMPRESSED WITH BOISE

Mr. D. A. Arvey, a newcomer to the faculty this year, is from Los Angeles and a graduate of the University of California at Berkeley with A.B. and M.S. degrees.

Mr. Arvey is favorable impressed with as much of Idaho as he has been, particularly Boise. He likes the location of Boise, the climate, and especially the people.

iliniscans Makes Reporter At Ease

When a reporter begins an interview with someone he hopes to portray the personality, but when that someone is an English teacher, it seems impossible that his English people. That's where a tinge of fear comes into the picture.

Fear is like a fire. When the extinguisher is used, it is even worse. Mr. Joe Schwartz, B.A., M.A., makes one feel welcome, and correctness in speech it a fear.

He was born in Pas, Illinois.

Choir Members Are Selected

Boise Junior College a cappella choir began rehearsals this week. Trypde were held the first of the week.

Singing in the first soprano set are Jean Abbey, Ruth Bell, Mary Lou Seulon, Helen Caine, Emily Kelly, Margaret Montgomery and Harriet Thomas. Second soprano include Jean Anderson, Barbara Collins, Grazette Culver, Beth Pails, Thelma Fitzgobal, Margaret Montgomery, Laura Reynolds and Joan Roberts. First alto will be Kathleen Ash, Dorothy Barbour, Rosalie Greav, and Marilyn Bowd. Fore Holiday, Jesse Peterson, Dorwyn Back and Jim Thomas will sing first tenor. Don Barclay, and Andrew Peefley, compose the second basses.

Hovestutes were Rachel Brownson, Kathelen Goble, Barbara Ricker, Back, Lois, Mary Elizabeth Hunter, Dorothy Montgomery, Bonnie Henning, Betty Lou Jennifer, Joyce Rowell, Pat Jones, Jacky Miller, Betty Lough and Eileen Strou.

Elections were held today to fill the remaining vacancies for the remaining executive offices. Petitions must have 25 signatures to nominate for class officers.